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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of the Study 

Boys don’t cry is a film directed by Kimberley Peirce that tells a true 

story of Teena Brandon, a young transman who gets a sexual identity crisis 

wants to be a man in Lincoln, Nebraska. The story becomes tragic when she 

is raped and killed by her two male friends after knowing that she is female 

on December 30, 1993. It is released in New York, on October 9th and 

October 22th 1999 by Fox Searchlight Pictures with its producer Christine 

Vachon and Eva Kolodner. Its story is written by Kimberley Peirce and her 

partner, Andy Bienen. This film has duration about 118 minutes with 

performing some great actors such as Hilary Swank, Chloë Sevigny, Peter 

Sarsgaard, Brendan Sexton III, Alicia Goranson, Jeanetta Arnette, Alison 

Folland and Matt McGrath. (http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0171804/) 

An American female named Kimberly Peirce was a courageous person 

who decided that she had to tell the true story of a transman through a film. 

She was born on September 8th 1967 in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Initially, 

she did not focus her education in the study about film. Her high school hood 

has been spent in Miami, Florida. Graduating from it, she continued her 

higher education in Chicago University by taking English and Japanese 

literature. By having desire to apply her Japanese language, she moved to 

Kobe, Japan. She worked as a model and photographer for several years. 
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Then, she returned to America and enrolled in the University of Columbia. In 

there, she began to focus her study on such kind of cinematography. One day, 

she was interested in making a thesis about the story of female soldier during 

American Civil War, but because of having no good connection with some 

people who could give her some further information about it, she did not 

finish it. After reading news in Village Voice that reported a transman named 

Teena Brandon who has just got rape and murder case, Peirce thought that 

she had to voice Brandon’s feeling through Boys Don’t Cry as her work and 

also her thesis. In her interview after releasing Boys Don’t Cry, she said that 

she had an objection with the sexual labels for her. Even there was a rumor 

that Peirce was having a special relationship with Francesca Gregorini (the 

step-daughter of Ringo Starr, and Portia de Rossi's ex-fiancé). Moreover, 

Pierce directed and written the others movie, such as The Last Good Breath 

(1994), Lifeline (2006) TV episode, The L Word (2006), and Stop-Loss 

(2008).(http://www.rottentomatoes.com/celebrity/kimberlypeirce/biography.p

hp) 

The story begins by appearing Teena Brandon who was dressing up as 

a man. Teena Brandon was born as female, but when she grew up, she had a 

great desire to be a man. For convincing public, she changed her name into 

Brandon Teena. She also bandaged her breasts and cut her hair. She wore 

what men wear. By having those appearances, it made her easier to attract 

women that she liked. 
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In order to cover her real identity, Brandon moved to Falls City, 

Nebraska. In her escape, she met with two ex convicts named John Latter and 

Tom Nilsen and their female friends, Candace and Lana Tisdel. Fortunately, 

they accepted Brandon’s existence. They even offered her to stay with 

Candace. Brandon was so excited hearing that offer. During staying together, 

Brandon felt that she has found her true family because Lana’s mom treated 

her well like their own member of their family. Day by day, Brandon and 

Lana were in love each other without knowing that she was female.  

For a certain reason, Brandon told to Lana that she had to go to 

Lincoln for a police’s summons. There was summon from police in Lana’s 

house. They supposed that it was just summon for Brandon’s action who 

drove over with them last night. However, it was not true, it was summon for 

car stealing that Brandon has done. Lana did not believe it at all, and then she 

went to the jail to ensure it. Brandon was actually placed into the women’s 

jail in Falls City. Lana confused with that and she asked to Brandon what has 

happened. Brandon tried to tell the fact. She said that she was a 

hermaphrodite who would endure a sexual operation. Lana was so shocked 

after knowing the truth but she said that she did not care who Brandon was. 

She still loved her. Even Lana promised that she would make her out of that 

jail by gathering much money from her work. 

Unintentionally, Candace read news in newspaper about the arrest of 

someone named Teena Brandon Ray for the case of car stealing. The most 

shocking part was the mentioning of Brandon as female. Hearing that news, 
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John and Tom got angry. They looked for Brandon to reveal the validity of 

that news. When they have found her, they asked her to take her pants off 

forcedly to reveal her true sex in front of Lana and her family. 

John loved Lana so much and he would not let his beloved girl loved 

by a lesbian. Until one night, John and his friend, Tom, caught Brandon and 

brought her into an old factory. Both of them hit and raped her in Tom’s car 

by turns. They also threatened her that they would kill her if she reported it 

into the police. Finally, by having bravery, Brandon came to the police office 

and reported all of brutality that Tom and John have done. John and Tom 

were angry when they know that report and they planned to kill her. When 

they were so drunk, they came to Lana’s house, but Brandon was not there. 

They went to Candace’s house and found Candace with her baby and also 

Brandon. Lana was trying to prevent them, but they had just shot Brandon 

and Candace. They escaped from Candace’s house after they knew that they 

had just been a murderer. While Lana was still being shocked knowing that 

her beloved boyfriend has been killed. Not long time, she read a letter that 

Brandon wanted to give to her before she died when she was in journey to 

Lincoln. 

Good response comes after releasing this movie. The film has 

received positive reviews from the film critic, Roger Ebert of the Chicago 

Sun-Times listed it as one of his five best films of 1999, stating "This could 

have been a clinical Movie of the Week, but instead it's a sad song about a 

free spirit who tried to fly a little too close to the flame”, while Janet Maslin 
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of The New York Times called it "stunning", giving it four out of four stars. In 

addition, the review site, Rotten Tomatoes recorded that it has attained rating 

about 89 percent based on 73 reviews. In addition, Premiere voted this movie 

as one of "The 25 Most Dangerous Movies. 

(http://www.rottentomatoes.com/in/Boys_Don’t_Cry) 

Boys Don’t Cry has been regarded internationally as the qualified film. 

It has been proven by winning some awards and being some nominators in 

some awards. The awards are not only for the film itself but also for the 

actresses and the director. In Academy Awards (USA), Hilary Swank won 

Best Actress in a Leading Role and also Chloë Sevigny was nominated as 

Best Actress in a Supporting Role. In BAFTA Awards, Hilary Swank was 

nominated as Best Performance by an Actress in a Leading Role. In Boston 

Society of Film Critics Awards, Hilary Swank won as Best Actress, Kimberly 

Peirce won as Best New Filmmaker, and Chloë Sevigny won as Best 

Supporting Actress. In Toronto Film Critics Association, Hilary Swank won 

as Best Performance. In Young Hollywood Awards, Kimberly Peirce won as 

Best Director and also as Best Screenwriter with her partner, Andy Bienen. In 

satellite Awards, Hilary Swank won as Best Performance by an Actress in a 

Motion Picture, Drama and also Chloë Sevigny won as Best Performance by 

an Actress in a Supporting Role, Drama. On the other hand, Kimberly Peirce 

was nominated as Best Director. While, Boys Don’t Cry was nominated as 

Best Motion Picture, Drama. (http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0171804/awards) 
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Getting many awards and nominations do not mean that this film is 

overall perfect. There are some negative responses from the others by 

releasing this film. The most tragic response is from Brandon’s mother, Joann 

Brandon who stated that she was extremely disappointed with those 

filmmakers who profited through her daughter’s life story. She was also upset 

for the fail in explaining Teena’s childhood who had been sexually molested 

by a man. Joann said that Teena sought counseling in 1991, and began to 

dress in men’s clothing and date women as a defense strategy. Reactions also 

come from the locals of Falls City, Nebraska who had an objection with the 

scene that depicted them as drunks. Moreover, Resident Jared Kirkendal 

corroborated in an Associated Press article; he said that it was more of a love 

story than a crime. The other response is from Lana Tisdel who denied the 

delineation of herself as an addicted drunk. She also minded with the scene 

after the murder which told that she fell asleep and did nothing after the 

murder scene. (http://www.chasingthefrog.com/reelfaces/boysdontcry.php) 

In conducting this research, the researcher has four reasons why 

choosing Boys Don’t Cry as the object of research. The first reason is the 

character and characterizations. The first interesting character is Teena 

Brandon as a major character, a transman who has a strong character being 

what she wants to be. She does not care what she will get from the society 

when she decides that she wants to be a man. She also pretends as a man 

perfectly till her girlfriend does not realize it at all. Then, the other interesting 

character is Lana Tisdel, Brandon’s girlfriend. She is a type of girl who will 
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do anything for her love. She can accept Brandon just the way she is. When 

she falls in love with someone, she just needs to ensure herself, love is about 

feeling. It does not care about what the sex is, even she does not care when 

she has known that Brandon is a hermaphrodite.  

The second reason is the casting of the movie. Peirce has selected the 

marvelous actress for the character of Brandon that is Hilary Swank. 

Actually, she was unknown artist before but after having an awesome 

performance as a transman in Boys Don’t Cry, public begins to give her a 

great appreciation. Brandon’s character has been totally played by Swank. To 

support her character in Boys Don’t Cry, even Swank has lived as a guy for 

four weeks before the movie is taken. In addition, Swank also has some 

physical characterizations that support her to play Brandon’s character. 

Knowing those several supported aspects, Peirce decided that Swank who had 

done some efforts and her seriousness playing Brandon’s character is the 

most appropriate actress for her movie. 

The third reason is the plot of this movie. It retells Brandon’s life in a 

movie systematically. It shows the sequence of events about how Brandon’s 

struggle in getting her love. It also depicts step by step Brandon’s life since 

her escape till she meets new people in new place that regarded as her own 

family. She meets Lana and she feels like having a new life since she gets 

recognition as a true man. The plot culminates more and more when Lana’s 

lover knows Brandon’s real identity. He forces Brandon to show up her real 

identity in front of Lana’s family. When it cannot be revealed, Brandon is 
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raped in an old factory. The conflict happens in this movie is solved when 

Brandon makes a rape report in the police office. Thus, the end of story is 

closed by showing the scene of Brandon’s murder done by using pistol. By 

having that plot, it makes the viewers curious about the next scenes that 

Brandon will get and how Peirce closes this movie.  

The last reason is the issue that Peirce depicted through Boys Don’t 

Cry movie. That is a transsexual’s life in striving her love and life. Society 

looks LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Trans) as minority group who have 

limited motion in their life. In this movie, Peirce tried to voice that 

transsexual is not such kind of group that had to be covered. They did really 

exist. Moreover, there is one thing that should be realized, being a transsexual 

is their own choice in their life and it is a great thing that should be deserved 

and respected. Transsexual is just about labels, the main thing is everyone has 

right to be what they want to be. Society only needs to give them a space to 

do what they want to do. They should give respect toward them like the 

others. Thus, the writer is curious with the society’s treatment into a 

transsexual that finally encouraged Peirce to visualize Brandon’s life into the 

scene. It deals with how is their view toward someone with the sexual identity 

crisis based on some social aspects. 

In this research, the writer is interested to explore the term of 

transsexual. According to John W. Santrock in book entitled Human 

Adjustment stated that  
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“transsexual is someone with a sexual identity crisis who has an 
overwhelming desire to have another sex of their own genital. They 
always act and have a style like their expected sex. It is also stated that a 
transsexual intends to undergo a genital surgery in order to fulfill their 
expectation. Sometimes, it seems that they feel like trapped in the wrong 
bodies” (Santrock, 2006: 144) 
 

From those statements above, it can be inferred that transsexual is 

such kind of sexual identity crisis and they tend to have a desire to undergo 

the operation of sex change. Further, transsexual tends to have appearance 

like what they expect to be. 

Based on the illustration above, the writer is interested to analyze this 

movie by using sociological approach entitled ACCEPTING THE 

TRANSSEXUAL IN KIMBERLY PEIRCE’S BOYS DON’T CRY 

MOVIE (1999) : A SOCIOLOGICAL APPROACH. 

 

B. Literature Review 

Boys Don’t Cry is a great and phenomenal movie to be analyzed. The 

writer finds two researchers that analyze it as their object of research. The 

first is conducted by Rista Ariani (UMS, 2009) entitled The Right for 

Recognition of Lesbianism in Kimberly Pierce’s Boys Don’t Cry: a Feminist 

Approach. In this research, the writer presents how lesbianism’s strive to get 

their right especially the right for recognition from the society as lesbian. 

Thus, the outcomes of this study are Kimberly Peirce wants to illustrate how 

lesbianism is discriminated, she also wants to deliver a message to the other 

people that everyone has right to choose his or her sexual orientation, and she 

wants to describe the striving of lesbianism to get their right and recognition. 
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The second one is Aflyanthana Saputra (UNS, 2006) entitled Symbol 

of Transsexual Behavior in Boys Don’t Cry movie (descriptive analysis using 

the symbols of verbal and non verbal communication). In his study, the writer 

formulates the problems into two parts. The first part is how the symbols of 

transsexual are highlighted in the Boys Don’t Cry film. Then, the second one 

is the reason why those symbols are chosen. Moreover, transsexual in this 

movie is divided into two categories; those are transsexual behavior and 

transsexual supporting behavior. Those categories will be presented by using 

descriptive qualitative method where the data have been collected in corpus 

and analyzed with symbol of verbal and non verbal communication. 

This research has its own position to compare with those previous 

studies. The first researcher focuses on right for recognition of lesbianism by 

applying feminist approach. Meanwhile, the second researcher is describing 

the transsexual’s behavior that depicted in Boys Don’t Cry movie by using 

verbal and non verbal communication. 

 

C. Problem Statement 

The most important thing in a research study is knowing what the 

problem is. In this research, the problem of the study is how the response 

towards transsexual is depicted in Boys Don’t Cry movie. 
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D. Limitation of the Study 

The writer limits the study on the accepting Teena Brandon as a 

transsexual based on a sociological approach, especially the society in 

Nebraska.  

 

E. Objective of the study 

The objectives of the study can be formulated as below: 

1. To analyze Boys Don’t Cry movie based on its structural elements of 

movie. 

2. To describe Boys Don’t Cry movie viewed from a sociological approach. 

 

F. Benefits of the Study 

The benefits of this study can be drawn as follows: 

1. Theoretical Benefit 

This study is expected to give a real and new contribution and 

information to the literary theory especially a sociological approach toward 

Boys Don’t Cry movie.  

2. Practical Benefit 

This study is expected to help the writer to get deeper understanding 

about the movie and how to use literary theory in analyzing a literary work.  
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G. Research Method 

1. Type of the Study 

The writer uses a descriptive qualitative research in this research 

because there is no need a calculation. It aims to analyze Boys Don’t Cry 

movie using sociological approach. Whereas, the writer uses some steps 

to conduct this research paper, (1) determining the type of the study, (2) 

determining the object of the study, (3) determining data and data source, 

(4) determining technique of collecting data, and (5) determining 

technique of analyzing data. 

2. Object of the Study 

The object of this study is Boys Don’t Cry movie directed by 

Kimberly Peirce and publishing by Fox Searchlight Pictures in 1999 that 

analyzed using a sociological approach. 

3. Type of Data and Data Source 

The type of data are divided into two kinds of data, those are  

a.) Text 

Text can be defined as all of written works. Here, the researcher 

uses text as one of the type of data in this research. Text can be all 

of information in written form such as movie script, books, or other 

certain written information from internet. 

b.) Image 

Image means that all of scenes in Boys Don’t Cry movie relates to 

the main issue of research that can be the data for this research.  
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While, source of data can be divided into two parts as follows: 

1.) Primary Source 

The primary data are taken from the script of Boys Don’t Cry 

movie. 

2.) Secondary Source 

The secondary data can be from other sources related to this movie 

such as biography of the author, some books and the other relevant 

information.  

4. Technique of Collecting Data 

In conducting this study, the writer uses these techniques as follows: 

a. Note taking 

Note taking relates to reading some relevant books, browsing 

some materials and some other resources related to the movie and 

analysis, and classifying the data. 

b. Image capturing 

Image capturing contains with the following steps. Those are 

watching the movie for several times, noting the important scenes, 

determining the characters that will be analyzed, and reading its 

script. 

5. Technique of Analyzing Data 

In this research, the writer uses a descriptive analysis for technique of 

analyzing data by exploring the structural elements of the movie and 

sociological approach. 
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H. Research Paper Organization 

This research paper will be divided into five chapters. Chapter I is 

introduction which consists of background of the study, literature review, 

problem statement, limitation of the study, objective of the study, benefit of 

the study, research method, and research paper organization. Chapter II is 

underlying theory dealing with notion of sociology of literature, types of the 

sociology of literature, structural elements of the movie and theoretical 

application. Chapter III is social historical backgrounds of American society 

in the late nineteenth century. Chapter IV is structural analysis of Boys Don’t 

Cry movie that consists of character and characterization, casting, plot, 

technical elements of the movie, point of view, style and theme. Chapter V is 

sociological analysis of Boys Don’t Cry movie. Chapter VI is conclusion and 

suggestion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


